We present the results from ALMA CO(3-2) observations of 66 Hα-selected galaxies in three protoclusters around radio galaxies, PKS1138-262 (z = 2.16) and USS1558-003 (z = 2.53), and 4C23.56 (z = 2.49). The pointing areas have an overdensity of ∼100 compared to a mean surface number density of galaxies in field environments. We detect CO emission line in 16 star-forming galaxies, including previously published six galaxies, to measure the molecular gas mass. In the stellar mass range of 10.5 < log(M star /M ❡ t ) < 11.0, the protocluster galaxies have larger gas mass fractions and longer gas depletion timescales compared to the scaling relations established by field galaxies. On the other hand, the amounts of molecular gas in more massive galaxies with log(M star /M ❡ t ) > 11.0 are comparable in mass to the scaling relation, or smaller. Our results suggest that the environmental effects on gas properties are mass-dependent: in high-density environments, gas accretion through cosmic filaments is accelerated in less massive galaxies while this is suppressed in the most massive system.
Introduction
In the local Universe at z < 0.1, most galaxies in massive clusters occupy the red sequence on the color-magnitude diagram, implying that they are quenched, passively evolving galaxies (e.g., Butcher & Oemler 1984) . Massive, red sequence galaxies likely first emerge in protoclusters at z = 2 − 3 when the cosmic star formation history peaks (Kodama et al. 2007 ). Therefore, protoclusters in the forming phase are an appropriate laboratory for studying the origin to form the massive-end of the red sequence. CO measurements of protocluster galaxies are critical for assessing the molecular gas reservoirs fueling star formation. Efficient gas accretion in less massive halos retains or enhances the ability to form stars (e.g., Dekel et al. 2009 ) while ram-pressure stripping in clusters removes hot gas, fueling star formation, from galaxies (e.g., Steinhauser et al. 2016) . On the other hand, field galaxies are subject to influence by timevariations of gas accretion. A key question is whether the environmental variations in molecular gas properties exceed the time-variations seen in field galaxies.
For field galaxies, Tacconi et al. (2018) establish the scaling relations of gas mass fraction, fgas = Mgas/(Mstar +Mgas), and gas depletion timescale, τ depl = Mgas/SFR, by compiling CO data for 667 galaxies over 0 < z < 4, predicting CO luminosities from redshift, stellar mass and star formation rates (SFR) relative to the main sequence at fixed stellar mass, SFR/SFRMS (see also Genzel et al. 2015) . In clusters or protocluster regions, recent observations have detected the CO emission from a few dozen galaxies at z = 1.5 − 2.5 (Aravena et al. 2012; Hayashi et al. 2017; Hayashi et al. 2018; Noble et al. 2017; Stach et al. 2017; Rudnick et al. 2017; Tadaki et al. 2014; Emonts et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2017; Dannerbauer et al. 2017; Coogan et al. 2018) . However, many of these previous studies focus on only one cluster.
Here we present the results from CO J = 3 − 2 observations of three protoclusters, PKS 1138-262 (PKS1138) at z = 2.16, USS 1558-003 (USS1558) at z = 2.53 and 4C 23.56 (4C23) at z = 2.49, using Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). We assume a Chabrier initial mass function (IMF; Chabrier 2003) and adopt cosmological parameters of H0 =70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , ΩM=0.3, and ΩΛ =0.7.
Sample selection

Hα emitter survey with Subaru
Three protoclusters of PKS1138, USS1558 and 4C23 were originally identified as an excess of Lyα emitters and/or distant red galaxies around the radio galaxy (Kurk et al. 2000; Kajisawa et al. 2006; Kodama et al. 2007; Knopp & Chambers 1997) .
In these protoclusters, we have made a systematic Hα emitter survey with narrow-band filters ), using MOIRCS near-infrared instrument on Subaru. Narrow-band filters could pick up [O III] emitters at z ∼ 3 as well as Hα emitters at z ∼ 2. Utilizing the difference in the Balmer break wavelengths in the observed-frame, we have efficiently removed the interlopers based on the color-color magnitudes (Hayashi et al. 2016; Shimakawa et al. 2018b ). Our panoramic Hα mapping identifies an X-shaped structure centered on the radio galaxy in PKS1138 Shimakawa et al. 2018b) , two dense star-bursting groups of galaxies in USS1558 (Hayashi et al. 2012; Hayashi et al. 2016; Shimakawa et al. 2018a ) and a 2 Mpc-scale group on the east side of the radio galaxy in 4C23 (Tanaka et al. 2011) . These structures are also spectroscopically confirmed to be associated with the radio galaxies (Shimakawa et al. 2014; Tanaka et al. 2011) . In this work, we do not use 10 Hα emitters with X-ray detection (Pentericci et al. 2002; Blundell & Fabian 2011; Macuga et al. 2018) because the SFR estimate is highly uncertain due to Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) contribution to Hα luminosity.
Stellar mass and star formation rate
For our sample of star-forming galaxies in three protoclusters, we estimate stellar mass and star formation rate (SFR) in the same manner. Spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting would give better estimates of stellar mass while the results depend on the number of the used photometric band and the depths. We adopt a more simple method to minimize the difference in richness of the available data among three protoclusters. At z ∼ 2.5, the J − K color is a good estimate of stellar mass-to-light ratio as the Balmer break is shifted to between the two bands. Using SED fitting-based stellar masses, K-band magnitudes, and J − K colors for ∼3000 star-forming galaxies at z = 2.1 − 2.6 in the 3D-HST catalog (Skelton et al. 2014; Momcheva et al. 2016) , we derive a simple relation by linear fitting (Figure 1 ) as,
We set J − K = 0.5 and 2.0 to the minimum and maximum value as the mass-to-light ratios plateau in these ranges. In the stellar mass range of 9.5 < log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) < 11.5, the median and the standard deviation of differences between single color-based and SED fitting-based stellar masses are 0.02 dex and 0.13 dex, respectively ( Figure 1 ). We incorporate this dispersion in errors of stellar mass measurements. We note that Left: stellar mass-to-light ratios as a function of J − K color for ∼3000 star-forming galaxies at z = 2.1 − 2.6 in field environments (Skelton et al. 2014; Momcheva et al. 2016) . Red squares show the median values in each color bin and a cyan line indicates the best-fit relation given by the equation (1). Right: a comparison between SED fitting-based and single color-based stellar masses. A cyan hatched region shows the standard deviation (±0.13 dex) of the differences (log Mstar,SED / log Mstar,J−K).
there remain some uncertainties in the stellar mass estimates if protocluster galaxies do not follow the same relation as field galaxies.
We use a Spitzer/MIPS 24 µm image to identify dusty star formation and estimate total infrared (IR) luminosities of HAEs. The data is retrieved from the Spitzer Heritage Archive (AORKEYs are 14888704, 14888960, 14889216 for 1138, 21852416 for 1558, and 10765568, 17910528 for 4C23). We apply the self-calibration on the BCD images to remove largescale sky patterns and make mosaic images with a pixel scale of 1.25 arcsec, using MOPEX software (Makovoz & Khan 2005 (Kennicutt 1998 ). 24 µm is not an ideal wavelength to accurately derive total infrared luminosities. Elbaz et al. (2011) shows comparisons between MIPS 24 µm-based and Herschel-based infrared luminosities using Chary & Elbaz (2001) templates. In the range of log(LIR/L⊙) > 12, the 24 µm method overestimates infrared luminosities. Wuyts et al. (2011) find that 24 µm-based infrared luminosities are well correlated with Herschel-based ones if (Wuyts et al. 2008) templates are used. Therefore, we use Wuyts et al. (2008) templates to avoid the overestimate of SFRs.
For galaxies without detection at mid-infrared, SFRs are computed from Hα luminosities with correction for dust extinction. We correct for contribution of [N II] line to narrow-band fluxes assuming a mass-metallicity relation of star-forming galaxies at similar redshift (Steidel et al. 2014) . A combination of stellar mass and Hα equivalent width predicts the dust extinction level (AHα) with the systematic uncertainty of 0.32 mag (Koyama et al. 2015) . This prediction is calibrated by using local galaxies, but Cullen et al. (2018) find that the dust properties like a dust extinction-stellar mass relation do not evolve significantly from local galaxies out to highredshift. We propagate the measurement errors of observed Hα luminosities, L(Hα)uncor, and the systematic uncertainty of dust extinction, AHα, to the errors in the estimate of intrinsic Hα luminosities, L(Hα)cor, on the basis of the equation of L(Hα)cor=L(Hα)uncor × 10 (0.4A Hα ) .
Observations and results
Target fields
We have carried out new ALMA observations in PKS1138 and USS1558 protoclusters with three pointings including the two radio galaxies (1138-F1 and 1558-F1) and the densest group in the southwest of USS1558 (1558-F2). Figure 2 shows the spatial distributions of a total of 46 Hα emitters in the observed regions. We define the environment of these protoclusters, based on the 5th-nearest-neighbour local surface number density of Hα emitters (Σ 5th ). To determine the mean density of galaxies in field environments (Σ 5th,mean ), we use a large sample of Hα emitters from High-Z Emission Line Survey (HiZELS; Sobral et al. 2013) . We adopt the same criteria of Hα equiva- 
We also correct for the difference of the widths of narrow-band filters between the MAHALO and the HiZELS (fcor = 1.24). Both surveys trace Hα emitters at z ∼ 2, but the HiZELS filter probes a wider survey volume in the redshift direction. The observed regions in the PKS1138 and USS1558 protoclusters typically have overdensities of δ = 121 and 145, respectively. Such high-density regions are not seen in the HiZELS survey area of 2 deg 2 .
ALMA observations
To observe the CO (3-2) emission line (νrest = 345.796 GHz in the rest-frame) at z ∼ 2. For 4C23 protocluster, Lee et al. (2017) have made CO(3-2) observations to cover 21 Hα emitters with four ALMA pointings. The median overdensity is δ = 79. We make clean maps in the same way as PKS1138 and USS1558 data. With natural weighting, the synthesized beamsize and the rms level are 0.
′′ 9×0. ′′ 7 and 174 µJy beam −1 per 100 km s −1 bin, respectively. We also smooth the maps to match the beam size to 1. ′′ 5
for measurements of galaxy-integrated fluxes.
CO detections
We use velocity-binned cubes with a width of 400 km s −1 to search for a >5σ peak within a 2 ′′ aperture around the Hα emitters in the frequency range expected from the narrow-band redshift (∆z = ±0.02). We also have searched for a negative 5σ peak in the same region, but did not detect any negative signals, indicating that our criterion is safe. We have detected the CO line from a total of 16 galaxies (4 in PKS1138, 6 in USS1558 and 6 in 4C23). Lee et al. (2017) report CO detection in 4C23.5, but this object does not satisfy the detection criterion adopted in this work. For four galaxies (1138.54, 1558.43, 1558.54, 1558.59) , the CO (1-0) emission line was previously detected in ATCA (Dannerbauer et al. 2017) or JVLA observations (Emonts et al. 2016; Tadaki et al. 2014 ). All CO(3-2)-detected galaxies in PKS1138 were also detected in CO(4-3) (Emonts et al. 2018 ). Seven galaxies (1138.48, 1138.54, 4C23.3, 4C23.4, 4C23.8, 4C23.9, 4C23.16) are detected at MIPS 24 µm. For the remaining 9 galaxies, their Hα-based SFRs are consistent within the error with the upper limit given by the MIPS 24 µm data (Section 2.2).
The CO detection rate is high, 69% (11/16), in the stellar mass range of log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) > 10.5 while it decreases to 12% (6/50) for lower stellar mass galaxies (Figure 3) . The low detection rate is probably due to a combination of small gas masses and metallicity effects on CO-to-H2 conversion factor (Bolatto et al. 2013; Genzel et al. 2012) . In this stellar mass range, our CO sample is likely to be biased to active starforming galaxies in the upper side of the main sequence ( Figure  3 ). Figure 4 presents the CO spectra extracted from the peak position in the clean cubes. Fitting the CO (3-2) spectra with single Gaussian function, we find that the line width is over a wide range of FWHM=180-740 km s −1 (Table 1) . We made moment-0 maps in the velocity range where the flux density is above 15 % of the peak of the best-fit Gaussian spectra to measure the velocity-integrated CO fluxes. A flux integrated in an inadequate range of velocity would be boosted or de-boosted by noise fluctuations (Coogan et al. 2018) . To investigate this effect, we create the simulated spectra by adding the best-fit Gaussian models to 35 noise spectra extracted in sky regions in 1558-F2 field as a representative. We then measure the velocityintegrated fluxes in the same way as mentioned above and derive the ratios of the model flux to the measured flux. The me- 
Molecular gas properties
We estimate the gas masses in the protocluster galaxies by following the method by Tacconi et al. (2018) . Molecular gas masses are usually estimated from CO(J=1-0) line luminosities, L ′ (1−0) , while our ALMA observations provide the CO(J=3-2) line luminosities, L ′ (3−2) . The CO line luminosity ratio approaches unity when gas density and/or temperature are sufficiently high. The environmental dependence of CO excitation would be an interesting issue while probing it requires observations of lower-J CO line. Therefore, we assume the same CO excitation with L ′ (1−0) /L ′ (3−2) =1.8, which is a typical value in field galaxies (Bolatto et al. 2013; Genzel et al. 2012) , for a fair comparison. We also adopt a metallicity-dependent CO-to-H2 conversion factor of Mgas/L
where f metal corrects for metallicity effects through the stellar mass-metallicity relation (Bolatto et al. 2013; Genzel et al. 2012) . The correction factor is f metal = 1.1 at log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) = 11 and f metal = 1.4 at log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) = 10.5. We also give the 5σ upper limit of molecular gas mass using CO cubes with 400 km s −1 width for galaxies without CO detections ( Table 2 in the Appendix).
The gas mass fractions and the gas depletion timescales are listed in Table 1 . As gas mass fractions depend on stellar mass and SFR (Tacconi et al. 2018; Scoville et al. 2017; Genzel et al. 2015) , we compare the measured molecular gas properties with the scaling relations at the fixed stellar mass and SFR. The scaling relation of Tacconi et al. (2018) is derived from 667 field galaxies, including starburst galaxies as well as normal star-forming galaxies. Their SFR offsets relative to the main-sequence are distributed over the range of −0.5 dex< log(SFR/SFRMS) < +1.0 dex. For extreme starburst outliers or quiescent galaxies, the scaling relation is not verified yet. Our sample of protocluster galaxies is within the valid range of the scaling relation. The gas mass fractions are still larger and the gas depletion timescales are significantly longer compared to the scaling relations ( Figure 5 ). This is partly due to sample bias and the sensitivity limit of our observations. In the stellar mass range of log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) < 10.5, only five out The ratio of gas mass fraction and gas depletion timescale to the predicted values from the scaling relations, as a function of stellar mass. The uncertainty of the scaling relation is shown by the yellow shaded region (±0.25 dex). The error bars take into account the uncertainties of stellar mass, SFR and gas mass estimates.
of 50 galaxies are detected in CO. Therefore, they are particularly gas-rich outliers, resulting in enhancing the star formation activity with log(SFR/SFRMS) ∼ 0.3 dex.
In the stellar mass range of 10.5 < log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) < 11.0, the excess of gas mass fractions cannot be explained neither by sample bias nor higher SFRs because the detection rate of CO is high, 73% (=8/11), and the galaxies are mostly located on the main-sequence in the stellar mass-SFR diagram ( Figure  3) . Nevertheless, the gas depletion timescales are longer than expected from the scaling relation by 0.5 dex. The protocluster galaxies tend to have larger gas reservoirs as seen in cluster galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 (Noble et al. 2017) . In contrast, we do not find such a gas-rich system in the stellar mass range of log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) > 11.0. Three CO-detected galaxies (1138.54, 1558.43, 4C23.4) are moderately gas-rich with fgas = 0.37 − 0.53 and their gas depletion timescales are consistent with the scaling relation ( Figure 5 ). We also comment that one non-detected galaxy (1138.58) has an extremely short gas depletion timescale of τ depl < 0.2 Gyr due to active star formation. This galaxy is likely in the transition phase from star-forming to quiescent.
Discussion
At a fixed redshift and stellar mass, galaxies with higher SFR have a larger gas mass fraction, suggesting that the rate of gas accretion onto galaxies is higher as well (Saintonge et al. 2012; Saintonge et al. 2017 ). Efficient gas accretion increases the amount of available gas in galaxies, which results in enhancing the star formation activity. The scaling relation takes into account time-variations of gas accretion for 667 galaxies with CO measurements but does not include galaxies in highdensity environments. Exploiting CO measurements for 16 starforming galaxies associated to protoclusters at z ∼ 2.5, we derive the gas mass fractions and the gas depletion time scales. The environmental difference in molecular gas properties is likely dependent of stellar mass of the system although we need a larger sample to verify the scaling relation in high-density environments.
In the stellar mass range of 10.5 < log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) < 11.0, we find protocluster galaxies to have larger gas mass fractions than expected from the scaling relation. Such an enhanced gas fraction is reported in massive clusters at z ∼ 1.5 (Hayashi et al. 2018; Noble et al. 2017) . In contrast, Darvish et al. (2018) report no environmental dependence of gas properties for galaxies at z ∼ 2 in COSMOS field, but their sample does not include extremely high-density regions with δ ∼100. Our results in the proto-clusters suggest the existence of more efficient gas accretion in regions at the intersection of cosmic filaments (Shimakawa et al. 2017) . Nevertheless, they still remain on the main-sequence of star-forming galaxies, resulting in longer gas depletion timescales. The variation of gas depletion time scales would be related to the spatial distributions of molecular gas within galaxies. As star formation occurs only in dense, cold molecular clouds, a supply of newly accreted gas does not necessarily enhance star formation. In this work, we use CO(3-2) emission line as a tracer of a total amount of molecular gas including diffuse one, under assumption of a constant CO(3-2)/CO(1-0) ratio although it in principle probes dense (n > 10 4 cm −3 ) or warm (T >30 K) gas. Therefore, it is not clear how much gas is directly associated with star formation. If starburst preferentially occurs in central compact regions and molecular gas is more extended (Tadaki et al. 2017) , the galaxy-integrated gas depletion timescales could be longer compared to the case when the molecular gas is compact as well. Higher-resolution CO observations would be needed to look at the origin of the environmental variations of gas depletion timescales.
On the other hand, we find no excess of gas mass fraction in the most massive system with log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) > 11.0. The deficiency of molecular gas requires a physical process to suppress efficient gas accretion only in the most massive system. Numerical simulations show that there are two modes of gas accretion (cold with T< 10 5 K and hot with T∼ 10 6 K; Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel & Birnboim 2006) . In less massive halos with log(M halo /M ❡ s ) < 12, dense cold gas is directly accreted onto galaxies through streams, leading to starbursts. By the steady gas supply, high-redshift star-forming galaxies can maintain active star formation and stay on the main-sequence. In massive halos with log(M halo /M ❡ s ) > 12, the accreted gas is heated by a virial shock and the remaining gas in galaxies is consumed by star formation. The halo quenching would also affect gas properties of lower stellar mass galaxies in massive halos, but the current sensitivity is not high enough to identify the deficient CO emission. Another possible mechanism is AGN feedback. AGN-driven outflows preferentially expel low density gas, leading to decrease of gas fractions, while they have little effect on dense star-forming gas (Gabor & Bournaud 2014) . If AGN activities are increased in massive galaxies in high-density environments ), the gas fractions would be smaller than those of field galaxies. It is still challenging to test these scenarios and other possibilities such as ram pressure stripping (e.g., Kenney & Young 1989; Boselli et al. 2014) . Our ALMA observations demonstrate great potential to succeed statistical CO studies in protocluster galaxies with log(Mstar/M ❡ s ) > 10.5. Given the high signal-to-noise ratios in some galaxies, higher-resolution observations allow us to spatially resolve the CO emission. The dynamical properties like baryonic mass fraction and rotation velocity-to-dispersion ratio could shed light on the physical processes responsible for the environmental impacts on molecular gas properties. 
